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SIC-Gen: A Synthetic Iris-Code Generator
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Abstract: Nowadays large-scale identity management systems enrol more than one billion data
subjects. In order to limit transaction times, biometric indexing is a suitable method to reduce the
search space in biometric identifications. Effective testing of such biometric identification systems
and biometric indexing approaches requires large datasets of biometric data. Currently, the size of the
publicly available iris datasets is insufficient, especially for system scalability assessments. Synthetic
data generation offers a potential solution to this issue; however, it is challenging to generate data
that is both statistically sound and visually realistic - for the iris, the currently available approaches
prove unsatisfactory.

In this paper, we present a method for generation of synthetic binary iris-based templates, i.e. Iris-
Codes, which are the de facto standard used throughout major biometric deployments around the
world. We validate the statistical properties of the synthetic templates and show that they closely
resemble ones produced from real ocular images. With the proposed approach, large databases of
synthetic Iris-Codes with flexibly adjustable properties can be generated.
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1 Introduction

The iris is one of the most widely applied biometric modalities. In recent years, several

large-scale deployments have been created, most notably the Indian National ID pro-

gram [Un10], which has, at the time of this writing, enrolled over one billion subjects with

biometric data including the irides. Despite using efficient comparators (e.g. Hamming

distance for the iris) and parallelism, the computational load faced by such deployments

in the identification scenario is extremely high. With biometric workload reduction as a

motivation, many approaches for indexing of iris data have been developed [PN17]. How-

ever, evaluation of such approaches and their scalability is often questionable due to lack of

large test datasets. While various publicly available iris databases with near-infrared (NIR)

data exist, they are relatively small. At the time of this writing, some of the largest pub-

licly available datasets, CASIA-IrisV4-Thousand and ND-CrossSensor-Iris-2013, contain

merely 20.000 images from 1000 subjects and 146.550 images from 676 subjects, respec-

tively. This is several orders of magnitude smaller than some of the large-scale deploy-

ments nowadays.

Synthetic data generation is one possible way of dealing with the issue of testing efficient

indexing methods. Most of the existing approaches for synthetic iris generation attempt

to synthesise an entire iris image or texture [Le03, Cu04, MR05, WSG05, ZS05, SR06,
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ZSC07, WTS08, PN13]. The main issues with such approaches include the computational

costs and the difficulty in guaranteeing the statistical properties of the real data. The vast

majority of operational iris biometric systems are based on the Iris-Code [Da04], making it

a de facto standard. Generating Iris-Codes (feature vectors) directly is therefore also viable

and may offer better control over the statistical properties of the synthetic data. Recently,

two such approaches have been proposed. Proença and Neves [PN13] provide a method

of Iris-Code synthesis based on bit correlations; the method is shown to attain some of the

desired statistical properties (the shapes of the genuine and impostor distributions). It is

also somewhat flexible with adjustable parameters; however, it does not allow to generate

a set of templates following a desired score distribution. Furthermore, the filter response

resulting from the typical feature extraction process is not modelled (in other words, the

produced synthetic Iris-Codes scantily resemble the ones produced from real iris images

through the commonly used iris processing pipeline). Lastly, typical error patterns between

two mated templates are not modelled. Daugman [Da16] proposed to use a simple hidden

Markov model to generate a stream of bits and showed that it can be adjusted, so that

the produced templates mimic the impostor distribution of real iris templates. However,

the produced streams are 1-dimensional (i.e. do not model the correlation between the

Iris-Code rows); furthermore, the method does not offer a way to generate more than one

template per subject (i.e. it is not possible to use it for simulating genuine comparisons).

As such, it might only be useful for stress-testing of iris identification systems.

In this paper, we present a synthetic Iris-Code generator, which both reflects the statistical

properties of the real Iris-Codes and resembles the real templates visually. An important

feature of the proposed approach is its flexibility, in that it allows to generate Iris-Codes

with an arbitrary resolution and an arbitrary score distribution of mated templates, unlike

any of the approaches currently in the literature. To facilitate reproducible research, the

software written in Python3 programming language, is released to the scientific commu-

nity under a permissive license.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: section 2 describes the proposed

method of synthetic Iris-Code generation. In section 3 the properties of the generated tem-

plates are validated, while section 4 contains concluding remarks.

2 Proposed Method

When generating synthetic Iris-Codes, several matters have to be taken into account:

• Dataset

Score distributions The distributions of Hamming distance scores must closely

resemble the ones produced by real data.

Degrees of freedom Based on a large number of comparison scores from non-

mated templates, the effective number of independent bits (degrees of free-

dom) can be calculated. Degrees of freedom can be seen as discrimination

entropy as a measure of information content in iris images and has to be close

to that of the real data.
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• Individual templates

Bit correlation The bits in an Iris-Code are far from independent. There exist

correlations between both rows and columns, which result in long sequences

of identical consecutive bits. The reason for this is partially the anatomy of iris

patterns, as well as the nature of the commonly used feature extractors [Da16].

Those correlations have to be reflected in the synthetic data.

Error patterns The majority of bit mismatches between two mated Iris-Codes

occurs for bits resulting from wavelet response close to 0 (i.e. where the re-

sponse phase changes). Those occur mostly on the edges of the bit sequences,

and are called the ”fragile” bits [HBF09]. They have to be present in the syn-

thetic data. Additional noise sources, such as the occlusions resulting from

the eyelids, have to be modelled as well.

Rotation In the real data, rotations of the eye, which are mainly caused by head

tilts (i.e. roll pose), potentially result in misalignment between two mated

samples. In Iris-Codes, this is represented by circular horizontal shifts of the

matrix columns, which have to be modelled in the synthetic data.

The proposed generator synthesises Iris-Codes as pairs of mated templates, referred to as

Iris-Codes IC1 and IC2 in the algorithm description and figure 1 below. The bold-filled

arrows denote the changes to the template throughout the process, while the thin arrows

denote the system parameters.

Target genuine
distribution

Parameter
Estimation

Preparation

25%

50%
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Iterative random bit flipping

Initial bar-code template
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Post-processing
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IC1 IC2Final templates without noise

Final shifted templates with noise
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Fig. 1: The process of generating an Iris-Code pair with SIC-Gen
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1. Preparation, during which a base Iris-Code matrix is created as follows:

• The first row is created by generating alternating sequences of 0’s and 1’s with

lengths drawn from a normal distribution. The distribution parameters can be

estimated empirically, by measuring the sequence lengths in real Iris-Codes.

• By duplicating that row, a simple bar-code pattern is generated.

2. Parameter Estimation, during which system configuration variables are calculated

based on the user input.

• A target Hamming distance (HDtarget) between IC1 and IC2 is drawn from a

random distribution.

• HDtemp and HDintra (see figure 1 and next step of the process description),

are estimated based on HDtarget. Following relations are satisfied: HDtemp +
HDintra = C and HDtarget = 2HDintra −O, where O is the expected overlap

of bit mismatches introduced by the process described in the next step; C

remains constant for a batch of generated templates, and affects the effective

number of independent bits (degrees of freedom) in the synthetic data.

3. Iterative bit flipping, during which a pair of mated Iris-Code templates is created

from the base Iris-Code.

• The bits at the edges of consecutive bit sequences (i.e. where sequences of

1’s turn to 0’s and vice versa) are randomly flipped. After HDtemp from the

original bar-code template is reached, the template is split into IC1 and IC2.

Subsequently, bit flipping occurs until HDintra between them is reached.

• Additionally, majority voting and median filtering are applied to make the

patterns visually smoother. Furthermore, the chances of bit flips are adjusted

on per-row basis to simulate the collarette and furrow structures in real irides.

• This step can be accelerated by applying an initial shifting pattern to the bar-

code template produced in step 1.

4. Post-processing, during which additional noise factors are accounted for. Those

include:

• Adding the characteristic pattern resulting from an eyelid, as well as the noise

beneath it.

• Adding additional noise in the row near the pupil and simulating occlusions.

• Storing the noise masks.

• Applying circular shifts to the Iris-Code to simulate sample roll pose.

The process generates Iris-Codes of a default size; smaller sizes, if desired, are sampled

from this size. The default dimension is motivated by the ISO/IEC international standard

on Biometric sample quality [IS15]. There, the minimum iris radius is recommended to

be at least 80 pixels (for the smallest reported human iris), which corresponds to a texture

width of 80∗2π ≈ 502 pixels when unrolled. The recommended optimal iris-pupil ratio is
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0.2, which corresponds to a pupil of 80∗0.2= 16 pixels, and thus an iris texture of 64 rows.

Thus, the default size of the generated Iris-Codes is 512×64 bits. There are numerous

adjustable parameters, which allow to mimic different properties of the Iris-Code (e.g. the

correlations between rows and columns, noise). Notably, it is also possible to guarantee an

arbitrary distribution of genuine scores and thereby simulate sample quality. For the data

generated in this paper, the HDs are drawn from a Weibull distribution, due to its close

resemblance to real data; another candidate could be the Gamma distribution. Yet another

approach could be to empirically estimate a distribution from real data and use it instead.

3 Validation

In this section, the properties of the synthetically generated data are validated with respect

to the requirements outlined in section 2. The visual comparison between real and syn-

thetic Iris-Codes can be seen in figure 2. The real Iris-Codes were produced by using the

OSIRIS toolkit [ODGS16] to process the near-infrared images from the iris subset of the

BioSecure [Or10] database. The toolkit provides the commonly used 2D-Gabor feature

extraction algorithm to produce the Iris-Codes. The synthetic Iris-Codes bear an excellent

resemblance to the real ones.

(a) Real

(b) Synthetic

Fig. 2: Example Iris-Codes produced from real eye images and generated by the proposed method

After confirming the visual appearance of the synthetic Iris-Codes to closely resemble that

of the real data, their statistical properties are validated. Figure 3(d) shows the distribution

of scores for non-mated templates for a large number of comparisons (N). The resulting

distribution and its statistical properties (the yellow box in the image), including degrees of
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freedom (ν), are identical to that exhibited by the real data, shown by Daugman in [Da04].

In figures 3(a), 3(b) and 3(c), example distributions of comparison scores for mated tem-

plates are shown, representing simulating of optimal, good and non-optimal quality data,

respectively. As mentioned earlier, the mated distributions can be specified arbitrarily due

to the nature of the template generation process (see section 2). The score distributions in

figure 3 were produced using Iris-Codes of size 256×8 bits (same as used by Daugman in

the paper cited above), sampled from the default size Iris-Codes generated by the process

described in the previous section.
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Fig. 3: Distributions of Hamming distances for a large number of comparisons between synthetic

templates

Due to correlations between bits in an Iris-Code, its rows comprise of sequences of consec-

utive identical bits. It is of interest to verify, that the synthetic data follows that property. As

real data reference, sequence lengths for all templates from the iris subset of the BioSecure

database were computed. In figure 4, those distributions are shown, along with sequence

lengths produced by Daugman’s HMM from [Da16]. The distribution for the synthetic

data generated by SIC-Gen closely follows the one exhibited by the real data.
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Fig. 4: Visualisation of lengths of sequences of consecutive bits in real data from BioSecure database,

SIC-Gen synthetic templates and synthetic templates generated with Daugmann’s HMM

Figure 5 shows example error patterns for comparisons between mated and non-mated

templates. For the mated template pairs, the bit mismatches occur at the edges of sequences

of consecutive identical bits, resulting in the pattern akin to that shown in real data by

Hollingsworth et al. [HBF09].

(a) Real, mated (b) Synthetic, mated

(c) Real, non-mated (d) Synthetic, non-mated

Fig. 5: Example error patterns for comparisons between the real Iris-Codes from the BioSecure

dataset and between the synthetic Iris-Codes

4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, a method for generating synthetic Iris-Codes has been presented. The pro-

posed method allows for a flexible specification of the score distribution between mated

templates, to allow simulating different sample quality, acquisition environments etc.; the

bit mismatches between two mated templates follow the so-called ”fragile bits” patterns
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observed in real data. Simultaneously, the important statistical properties (e.g. degrees of

freedom) of the distribution of non-mated comparison scores are maintained. Addition-

ally, the synthetic Iris-Codes resemble the real ones visually. They reflect the correlations

between Iris-Code bits resulting in long sequences of consecutive identical bits, as well

as the typical noise sources, such as the eyelid pattern, circular shifts, wavelet noise and

additional noise near the pupil. By accounting for all the aforementioned statistical and vi-

sual properties of real iris data, the proposed method represents a significant improvement

over the current state-of-the-art and can be used in research cases where large iris datasets

are needed, but unavailable. In future work, the authors intend to employ the synthetic

Iris-Codes in large-scale testing of biometric indexing approaches, as well as to attempt to

generate iris textures and/or images from the synthetic data using learning-based methods,

e.g. Galbally et al. [Ga13].
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